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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A superconducting magnet that produces a staggered 
magnetic field and is suitable for use with a broadband l5 
traveling wave maser. A plurality of pole pairs are mounted 
along a common axis. The pole pairs are separated or 
segmented by superconducting shields. In addition, a seg- 
mented return path is provided with each segment sepa- 
rated from its adjacent segments by a supercondncting '' 
shield. The superconducting shields allow the magnets to 
be controlled so that there is no pulling effect between 
the magnets. 
The invention described herein was made by the em- 
ployees of the United States Government and may be 's 
manufactured or used by or for the Government for 
governmental purposes without the payment of any royal- 
ties thereon or therefor. 
superconducting magnets are difficult to becatrse all 
pole pairs have a common return path. Hence, when the 
trim coils are trimmed they not only effect the field gen- 
erated by their immediate or corresponding main coil, 
but they also effect the magnetic field generated by ad- 
jacent main and trim coils. Hence, it is extremely tedious 
to trim the overall field to a desired stazger. In addiiion, 
because of this adjacent coil effect and because of hyster- 
esis in the iron, a particular staggered field is generally not 
easily repeatable. This invention is directed to alleviating 
th6 problems of CioE or ideal superconducting magnets 
when they are used to generate a staggered magnetic field 
for a broadband traveling vave maser. 
It  is an object of this invention to provide a new and 
improved superconducting magnet suitable for use with a 
broadband traveling wave maser. 
It  is another object of this invention lo provide a super- 
conducting magnet that produces a: stazgcred magnetic 
field for a broadband traveling wave maser. 
It is also an object of this invention To provide a super- 
conducting magnet that produces a staggered magnetic 
field wherein the pulling effect between adjacent magnets 
is reduced or eliminated. 
It  is yet another object of this invention to provide a 
superconducling magnet that produces a staggered mag- 
netic field for a broadband traveling wave maser that is 
easy to trim to provide the desired staggered magnetic 
field. 
SUMMARY OF THE II\IVENTTON 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION In accordance with a principIe of this invention a new 
and improved Cioffi or ideal superconducting magnet suit- 
various superconducting magnet arrangements are able for generating a staggered magnetic field for a broad- 
available that produce a staggered magnetic field for band maser is provided. A plurality of pole  airs are 
broadband traveling wave masers. These magnets gener- 35 mounted along a common axis and are separated by super- 
ally fall into two categories: ( 1 )  superconducting sole- conducting shields to prevent magnetic pulling between 
noids; and (2) eioffi or "ideal" superconducting magnets. adjacent magnetic fields. In addition, a segmented return 
Superconducting solenoids consist of superconducting path is provided with each segment separated from its 
wire, usually ~ b ~ i  or r'abzr, 25% wound on a mandrel. adjacent segments by a superconducting shield so that in- 
?he magnetic field generated when current passes through 40 dividual segments are controllable to provide the desired 
the wire is staggered by shaping iron pieces and placing staggered magnetic 
them adjacent to a maser structure inside of the winding. It  will be appreciated from the foregoing description 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  solenoids are employed where that the invention is a rather uncomplicated means of pre- 
a maser magnetic field of higher than 3 lcilogauss is re- 4 j  venting the undesirable eifects of prior art CiofE or ideal 
quired. superconducting magnets when they are used to generate 
cioffi or ideal superconducting magnets consist of a a magnetic field for a broadband traveling wave maser. 
number of xmpole pairs incorporated into a single cylin- Specifically, the invention provides a means for shielding 
drical housing. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ t i ~ ~  wire is wound on coil the pole pairs of the magnets to prevent an interaction 
forms-ne winding per pole. Each coil form has a num- 0' ''pullin$Z" between adjacent magnetic fields. ~ e n c e ,  "ike 
ber of turns of wire wound around it so that a main coil mametic pole pairs are easily trimmed to any desired 
and trim coils are formed. ~h~ trim coils comprise a few field strength without an undesirable coupling action be- 
layers of turns wound over top of the main coil. The tween adjacent magnetic 
main coils are connected in series through the magnet 
poles and the trim coils are connected in pairs with the 55 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 
V "  
lead wires of the trim coils connected to individual power The foregoing objects and many of the attendant ad- 
supplies. Current is supplied to the main coil to establish advantages of this invention will become more readily 
a nominal field of 1.6 kilogauss, for example. Current is appreciated as the same becomes better mderslood by 
then applied to each of the trim coils so that they add to reference to the following detailed description when taken 
or subtract from the field of their corresponding main 60 in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
coil so as to produce the required staggered field. Super- FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional diagram along lines 1---I 
conducting shields are placed across the gap between the of FIG. 2 of a prior art staggered fieFd s~rperconductirsg 
pole pairs to prevent leakage and maintain the flux in the magnet; 
airgap. FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional diagram along Iines 2-2 
While the foregoing superconducting magnets have been 6s of FIG. 1 of a prior art staggered field superconducting 
used to generate staggered magnetic fields for broadband magnet; 
traveling wave masers their use has not been entirely FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional diagram along iiaes 3-3 
satisfactory. For example, superconducting solenoids have of FIG. 4 of a staggered field superconducting magnet 
the disadvantage that the placement of the magnetic shims suitable for use with a broadband maser made in ac- 
(iron pieces) in the magnetic field is extremely critical. 70 cordance with the invention; and 
In  addition, because the shims are susceptible to vibra- FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional diagram along lines 4-4 
tion, they can modulate the maser's output. CioE or ideal of FIG. 3 of a staggered field superconducting magnet 
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suitable for use .with a broadband maser made in accord- 
ance with the invention. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 
5 
Turning now to the drawings wherein like reference 
numerals designate like parts throughout the several 
views, FIGS. 9 and 2 are pictorial diagrams of a prior 
art superconducticg magnet suitable for use with a broad- 
band traveling wave maser to generate a staggered field 10  
for the maser. The superconducting magnet illustrated in 
FIGS. S and 2 comprises 5 number of X-pole pairs mounted 
in and along the longitudinal axis of a single cylindrical 
housing. Each pole-pair comprises a first pole 11 and a 
second pole 13 coaxially mounted on opposite sides of l5 
an opening 65. A first pole face 17 is mounted on the in- 
side of the first pole 11 and a second pole face 19 is 
mounted on the inside of the second pole 13. A magnetic 
field as represented by the arrows exists between the pole 
faces when the pobs are magnetically energized, 20 
First main and trim windings 21 are wound around the 
first pole; similarly second main and trim windings 23 are 
wound around the second pole. When an electric current 
Wows through the main and trim windings (which are 
formed of superconducting wire) a superconducting mag- 25 
netic field across the pole faces is generated. All of the 
foregoing structure is mounted inside of an outer cylindri- 
cal housing 25. Parallel snperconducting shields 27 and 
29 are mounted inside of the cylindrical housing on op- 
posite sides of the opening 15 to prevent the magnetic 30 
field from straying out of the opening. 
A broadband traveling wave maser (not shown) fits 
into the opening 15 and the magnetic field generated across 
the pole Paces is staggered by controlling the current flow 
through the main and trim windings 21 and 23 to create 3.j 
a desired staggered magnetic field. It  will be appreciated 
by those skilled in the art and others that a staggered mag- 
netic field is necessary for the successful operation of the 
broadband traveling wave maser. 
More specifically, in operation current is applied to the 40 
main and trim windings so a desired magnetic field across 
the pole faces is created. The current flow through the 
trim windings is controlled so that a desired staggered mag- 
netic field is created. As discussed above, the primary dis- 
advantage of the structure illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2 is 45 
;hat any variation in the current applied to the trim coils 
changes the mapetic field created by that coil, resulting 
in a pulling effect between it and its adjacent magnetic 
fields. Hence, it is very difficult to trim a superconduct- 
ing magnet of the type illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2 to "' 
obtain a desired magnetic field. 
FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate a preferred embodiment of the 
invention that overcomes the foregoing disadvantage, i.e.. 
magnetic pulling between adjacent magnets is reduced 
or eliminated. Basically, the structure illustrated in FIGS. 5,-' 
3 and 4 is similar to the structure illustrated in FIGS. 1 
and 2. That is, the structure illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4 
includes first and second poles 11 and 13; an opening 15; 
first and second pole faces 17 and 89; first and second main 
and trim windings 21 and 23; and a cylindrical housing 25. tj'i 
The primary difference between the prior art structure 
and the inventive structure is separating the outer housing 
25 into plnrality of segments 31 equal in number to the 
number of X-pole pairs. Each segment is separated from 
irs adjacent segments by a superconducting shield 33. In 66 
aijditim, each shield 33 extends from the outer edge of 
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the cylindrical housing to the inner edge of the pole faces. 
Hence, the shields are washer-shaped and have a gen- 
erally rectangular aperture 15. 
Xt will be appreciated by those skilled in the art and 
others that segmenting the outer housing in the manner 
herein described eliminates the interaction or pulling be- 
tween adjacent superconducting magnet segments when 
the device is tuned to provide a desired staggered field. 
Hence, the system can be easily tuned by controlling the 
application of power to ihe windings to provide a desired 
magnetic ficld. In addition, it is easy to reconstruct a de- 
sired magnetic field. With allowances for hysteresis, the 
magnetic field of each segment can be adjusted at will 
without altering the magnetic field of the other segments. 
Consequently, a required field is easily obtained and re- 
obtained. Hence, the several hours of tuning required by 
prior art devices are eliminated. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a segmented superconducting magnet for a travel- 
ing wave maser the improvement comprising: 
a segmented outer housing; 
a plurality of X-pole pairs having a common axis 
mounted in said housing; and 
superconducting shielding means mounted in said hous- 
ing between the segments of said housing for shield- 
ing said plurality of X-pole pairs in a predetermined 
manner. 
2. A segmented snperconducting magnet for a travel- 
ing wave maser as claimed in claim 1 wherein said plu- 
rality of X-pole pairs equals in number the segments of 
said outer housing. 
3. A segmented superconducting magnet for a travel- 
ing wave maser as claimed in claim 2 wherein said super- 
conducting shielding means is mounted between adjacent 
X-pole pairs and adjacent segments of said outer housing. 
4. A segmented superconducting magnet for a travel- 
ing wave maser as claimed in claim 3 wherein said outer 
housing is cylindrical and said superconducting shielding 
means are washer-shaped shields. 
5. A segmented superconducting magnet as claimed in 
claim 4 wherein each X-pole pair comprises a pair of 
magnet poles mounted on opposite sides of said common 
axis and having a separation between said magnet poles. 
6. A segmented superconducting magnet for a travel- 
ing wave maser as claimed in claim 5 wherein main and 
trim coils are wound about said magnet poles forming said 
X-pole pairs. 
7. A segmented superconducting magnet for a travel- 
ing wave maser as claimed in claim 6 including a pole 
face mounted on the inner side of each magnet pole of 
each of said X-pole pairs. 
8. A segmented superconducting magnet for a travel- 
ing wave maser as claimed in claim 7 including shielding 
means mounted parallel to said common axis to prevent 
the leakage of flux between opposite poles of said X-pole 
pairs. 
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